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Last Updated: March 21, 2012 10:34 AM

MICHAEL SCHENKER With ROBIN MCAULEY: New York City Footage 

Available - Mar. 12, 2012 

Singer Robin McAuley has reunited with legendary guitarist Michael 
Schenker (SCORPIONS, UFO) for their first full together in almost 20 
years. 
 
The full band lineup for the trek is as follows: 
 
* Michael Schenker (SCORPIONS, UFO) - Guitar  
* Robin McAuley (SURVIVOR) - Lead Vocals  
* Elliot Rubinson (Dean Guitars) - Bass  
* Wayne Findlay - Keyboards, Guitar 
* Pete Holmes (BLACK 'N BLUE) - Drums  
 
Fan-filmed video footage of the band's March 9 performance at the 

Gramercy Theater in New York City can be seen below. 
 

Schenker's new album, "Temple Of Rock", was released in Europe on 
September 23 and in North America on October 11 on CD and LP through 

Schenker's own Inakoustik label via MVD Entertainment Group. The 
album was released in Japan on September 7. 
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SOULFLY  
"Enslaved"
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CANNIBAL CORPSE  

"Torture"
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NAPALM DEATH  

"Utilitarian"

 

 

 

To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist, homophobic or 
threatening comments, or anything that may violate any applicable laws, 
please send an e-mail to bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details. 
Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned. 
IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions. 
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6Oldest First

 

COMMENT | saw them last night ... 

posted by : LitaFordswetspot 

3/12/2012 6:10:21 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

Schenker is back in full force , his guitar playing was top notch.  

Croc Rock Allentown 

 

Setlist: 

01. Intro / William Shatner 

02. Into The Arena  

03. Armed and Ready 

04. Lovedrive 
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UFO  

"Seven Deadly"

 

 

 

( 16 )

 
SCORPIONS  
"Comeblack"

 

 

 

( 13 )

 

 

 

05. Another Piece of Meat 

06. Lovers Sinfony 

07. Save Yourself 

08. Let Sleeping Dogs Die 

09. Rock My Nights Away 

10. Shoot Shoot 

11. Love to Love 

12. Too Hot To Handle 

13. Let It Roll 

14. Natural Thing 

15. Lights Out 

Encore 1 

16. On and On 

17. Rock Bottom 

Encore 2 

18. Doctor, Doctor 

Rate comment:   3 |   1 Reply

COMMENT | SETLIST? 

posted by : LIFER 

3/12/2012 6:30:13 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

If I want to hear the majority of these songs I will go to see UFO or Scorpions. 

Michael Schenker has plenty of his own great material to choose from so why not play 

them. All great songs though. 

Rate comment:   2 |   3 Reply

COMMENT | 'RE: SETLIST?' 

posted by : hooplehead 

3/12/2012 6:53:53 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

while i'll agree he could drop a couple of ufo songs & add more msg songs i enjoy 

seeing him play the classic songs that he created. i like vinny moore but i'd much 

rather see michael playing rock bottom, lights out than him. but i wouldn't add more 

mccauley stuff. save yourself is the only one worthy to be on that list. the other stuff 

was too weak in comparison to other msg songs. 

Rate comment:   2 |   4 Reply

COMMENT | Where are the McAuley hits? 

posted by : metalknowitall 

3/12/2012 6:36:19 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

no "Love Is Not A Game"? no "Anytime"? no "Never Ending Nightmare"? no "Gimme 

Your Love"? 

Rate comment:   5 |   1 Reply

COMMENT | 'RE: Where are the McAuley hits?' 

posted by : Hopper 

3/12/2012 6:57:50 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

Agreed. I would have driven down to see the show if Gimme Your Love was on the set 

list. As an added bonus, opening act (the newly reunited) SLEEPY HOLLOW are 

awesome! 
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Rate comment:   2 |   1 Reply

COMMENT | Good.. 

posted by : IIISoviaIII 

3/12/2012 9:44:03 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

Glad Robin is back singing where he belongs. And I too wish there would be some 

more Mcauley/Schenker era songs. Save Yourself is an awesome album. 

Rate comment:   2 |   1 Reply

COMMENT | MSG 

posted by : RiotAct666 

3/12/2012 10:41:46 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

Saw them a few nights ago. and Michael was on fire and sounded flawless. Great to 

see Robin back w/ him. too. He should of never left in the first place. Good to see 

Mcauley & Schenker getting along again! 

Rate comment:   2 |   3 Reply

COMMENT | Great show 

posted by : Riotass666 

3/12/2012 11:51:19 AM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

Saw that NYC Gramercy Theater gig, Michael was spot on. Great to see him back in 

control, and I hope he plays with the Scorpions (and Uli too) on the Final Sting tour. 

That would be a magnificent conclusion to the career of the greatest German rock 

band ever. 

 

Gotta chuckle over the "too many UFO songs" and "where are the McAuley hits" 

comments above. You must not see very many concerts if you think any performer is 

not going to play their most popular songs. Michael Schenker will always play the UFO 

songs, because he needs to sell tickets in order to continue his career. Playing 

"McAuley Schenker hits", which is quite the oxymoron there, would result in 

plummeting attendance after the setlists are posted online. 

Rate comment:   2 |   3 Reply

COMMENT | Don't miss MSG! 

posted by : Sinister King 

3/12/2012 12:30:03 PM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

I just saw the MSG show at Allentown last night, also. Michael Schenker was in great 

form. He is a true master. Michael has a great lineup featuring Robin McAuley, who 

sounds great singing anything on the set list. If you are a fan of any Schenker era, 

this is a must see. Great musicianship and some great songs to hear live. Let 

Sleepings Dogs Lie sounded awesome from the self titled MSG album. The two 

Scorpions tracks from Lovedrive were killer! 
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Rate comment:   1 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | # 

posted by : AxGrinder 

3/12/2012 2:31:58 PM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

"Anyitme" by MSG is a great song. I was just watching the video the other night. It 

was a fairly big hit back in the day (#5 on the Mainstream Rock chart, #69 on the 

Billboard Hot 100). 

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | 333 

posted by : tyranakok 

3/12/2012 3:05:59 PM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

Holy FUCK!! 

That even made me like Robin Macaulay Culkin. 

Good to see a real drummer with him and not that hack Carmine Appice, like last 

tour, as well. 

Rate comment:   1 |   0 Reply

COMMENT | Schenker/Scorps... 

posted by : AK2000 

3/13/2012 5:05:57 PM 

Report Abuse 

 

 

 

I've heard a rumor that MSG will be the opener on the U.S. Scorpions/Tesla run this 

Summer. If you check MSG's Euro run right before you'll see it ends 6/6 perfectly 

dovetailing with the beginning of the Scorps U.S. run on 6/8. Don't know why 

anything has yet to be announced (contractual issues perhaps?) but Hermen Rarebell 

is rumored to be on drums for MSG for this run and there will be a 

Scorps/Michael/Herman portion of the set. Anyone else heard this? 

Rate comment:   0 |   0 Reply
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